
Beginner Sew Your Own
Festive

Bunting Kit



Sew Your Own Festive Bunting Kit

You will need: 
50cm calico
Fabric scraps for appliqué 
2.5m bias binding
Co-ordinating thread
Bondaweb
Tailors chalk or fabric
marker

Make it  easier with
Wonderclips
505 Spray

Add a personal touch to your Christmas this year with some appliquéd 
festive bunting you’ve sewn yourself. 

Step one

Cut out your template pieces (make them easier to trace around by laminating if  you 
have a laminator) 

Cut a 25cm strip of  calico and mark your flags as shown in the 
photo. Cut along your marked lines to create your flags.

Tip: Use a pinking blade in your rotary cutter for an attractive rustic finish

Beginner 

http://www.plushaddict.co.uk/fabric/cottons/calico-muslin.html


Step four

Step three

Iron your Bondaweb shape to the wrong side  your fabric and then cut along your 
drawn outline line.

Step two

Prepare your appliqué pieces by tracing round 
your appliqué shapes on the smooth side of  
the Bondaweb paper ensuring you leave a few 
millimetres around the outline when you cut 
them out. 

Score the paper of  your Bondaweb 
with a pin and carefully tear off  the 
paper revealing the adhesive. 



Step five

Step six

Step seven

Iron your appliqué pieces on to your 
fabric flags taking care to place the 
layers of  the appliqué in the correct 
order. 

Carefully stitch around the edge of  your 
appliqué. Popular choices of  stitch are 
blanket stitch (pictured) zig zag stitch and 
running stitch but you could use others 
depending on the look you are after.

Decide the look of  your finished flags and choose the appropriate next step

Turn & top stitched Pinked & stitched



Step eight

Turned & top stitched: 

With right sides together stitch your flag with a 
5mm seam allowance.
Closely trim the point of  your flag and turn the 

right way. 
Press and top stitch.

Pinked & Stitched
With wrong sides together stitch your flag 
with a 5mm seam allowance

Step nine

Iron your bias binding in half  which will make 
stitching it easier.

Place your flags at equal intervals along the 
bias binding (mine were approx 10cm apart) 
placing the flags within the fold of  the bias 
binding and pin or use Wonder Clips (which 
make this part *much* easier) and sew.




